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Big Bass Bonanza Megaways. Explore the latest slot from Pragmatic Play - Big Bass Bonanza

Megaways. The stakes are high in this high variance slot as you play for the huge rewards hidden inside.
It has features and payouts that will have you at the edge of your seat as you wait for the wins to land. Big

Bass Bonanza Megaways is a 6-reels and 46,656 ways to win slot with substituting wilds, scatter
symbols and free spins feature. So get ready to fish the big wins by spinning the reels of this slot.

Payouts. 94.62, 95.66, 96.7 % Return to player 0.2 € Min bet 100 € Max bet 400000 € Maximum win.

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Theme & Graphics. Pragmatic Play delivers yet another wonderful game in Big Bonanza Megaways.
This is a fishing-themed slot set deep inside an ocean. In the background, you will see fishes swimming

past the reels complementing the game's theme. It has a wonderful colour combination that makes it
attractive. Its command bar is positioned conveniently at the bottom of the reel to allow players to easily
manipulate the game. There is also a soundtrack that will keep you entertained as you continue to play
the game. The graphics are superb for players to load and play the game without any difficulty. You do

not need to download any software to enjoy this game as you can play it directly from your web browser.
It is also HTML5 compatible so you can access the game while on the go through your mobile phone. If

you are searching for a medium variance slot, then Big Bass Bonanza Megaways is the game to
choose. It will award a regular payout between spins, but you have to be patient for the big wins. Big

Bass Bonanza Megaways is recommended for all players whether they are novices or veterans.
Gameplay/Tutorial. Whenever you load Big Bass Bonanza Megaways, you will interact with a fishing rod,
bait, sinker and money symbols. These symbols represent the standard paying icons in the slot and will

award different payouts depending on the icon and the number of times the symbol appears matched on
the reels. Matching 6 of these symbols will award a maximum payout of up to 5000 coins while matching

3 of these symbols will award a minimum payout of up to 20 coins. The second set of characters
includes generic card icons A, K, Q, J, and 10. These symbols represent the low paying icons in the
game and will award different payouts depending on the symbol matched on the reels. Matching 6 of

these symbols will award a maximum payout of up to 175 coins while matching 3 of these symbols will
award a minimum payout of up to 10 coins. Before redeeming the prizes hidden in this slot, you need to
set your prefered stake using the command bar. You can set your bet from a minimum bet of 0.20 coins
to a maximum bet of 100 coins. Paylines. In Big Bass Bonanza Megaways, you will find 46,656 ways to
win that will give you multiple opportunities to make a winning combination with each spin. You have to

match at least 3 symbols consecutively on the reels to receive a payout. Watch out for the sinker, as this
is the best symbol in Big Bass Bonanza Megaways. Matching 6 of these symbols will award a high

payout of up to 5,000 coins. Bonus. Big Bass Bonanza Megaways is a fishing-themed slot that
incorporates wonderful features. One such symbol to look out for is the wild icon. This symbol is

represented by a net and will substitute for all icons except for the scatter and fisherman symbols. This
icon will however appear on reels 2, 3, 4 and 5 on the top row. There is also a scatter symbol that

appears on all the reels. Hit 3 or more scatters on the display and you will trigger the free spins feature.
you can activate up to 25 free spins during this mode. There is also a fisherman icon that can only

appear during the free spins round. The fisherman will collect all the money symbols on the screen. Every
4th fisherman collected will retrigger the feature and award 10 more free spins and a multiplier up to 3x.
Finally, there is a tumble feature in the slot. whenever a win is formed the symbols will disappear and the

remaining symbols will fall to the bottom filling up the empty positions. The tumbling feature continues
until no more winning combinations are formed. 
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